Harrison death accidental; drug caused

By Fred Brown
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

A coroner's jury ruled Thursday night that Huey W. Harrison, SIU sophomore who was found dead in University Pool May 3, died as a result of an allergic drug reaction, and did not drown.

The report of Dr. L.J. Rossetter, pathologist at the Carbondale Clinic listed the official causes of death as 1) acute myocardial failure, 2) pulmonary edema and 3) an allergic drug reaction. In short, Rossetter told the inquest, Harrison's heart stopped and his lungs filled with his own blood. The blood was expelled from his lungs when Harrison was given artificial respiration after being removed from the pool.

Rossetter said he could not tell what kind of drug or drugs caused the reaction, but he indicated he thought it might be antihistamines. He said this was only a guess, however, as many different drugs could have produced the same reaction.

Harrison's parents said he had not been taking any kind of prescription drugs at the time of his death. Rossetter's report also said Harrison's death occurred within minutes and that he was dead when removed from the pool.

Rossetter said there was no connection between the reaction and Harrison's presence in the swimming pool. "He could have died anywhere--on a ladder, walking, while asleep--anywhere," Rossetter said.

The six-person coroner's jury heard almost two hours of testimony from those involved in the case, including a tape recording from a student who was in the pool at when the body was recovered.

First witness was Edward J. Shea, chairman of the department of physical education, who testified to the circumstances leading up to the incident. Shea said he entered the pool around 12:40 p.m. for his normal, midday swim. He had completed about three lengths of the pool. Irving Spiegel, associate professor in physical education, called his attention to Harrison on the bottom of the pool.

"I dove to the bottom and brought him to the surface, where Mr. Legg (Harrison's swimming instructor) helped me get him out," Shea said. "We then began artificial respiration."

Shea added he checked for a pulse, but could find none.

During this time, in accordance with pool safety procedures, Lifeguard Service was called. They arrived about 10 minutes later, Shea reported, and took over from him and Legg, giving Harrison oxygen.

The University ambulance took Harrison to Doctor's Hospital, where he was pronounced dead at 1:00 a.m. The official cause of death was "status asthmaticus," due to artificial respiration failure.

Harrison had been enrolled in a section of GSE 136, Beginning Swimming, that met from 11:25 a.m. to 12:55 p.m. on Mondays. Edwin E. Legg, course instructor, said he had gathered the class at the shallow end of the pool about noon May 3, prior to dismissing them.

At that time, Legg said, Harrison coughed as if he had swallowed some water. "I asked him if he was all right, and he said he was," Legg reported.

Legg, in his testimony, said there was no change in the water's surface, no changes in the 30-40 minutes that transpired between the dismissal of Harrison's class and discovery of the body.

Legg said he was constantly watching around the pool to make sure there were no students in trouble. He normally has an assistant for each class, he said, but on May 3, his assistant for Harrison's class was absent. However, he said, the assistant for the next class arrived around noon and helped him watch the pool.

Jackson County Coroner Harry Flynn showed a group of slides taken at the pool around the time of day the incident occurred. In most of the slides visibility in the area where Harrison's body was found was almost non-existent.

During the proceedings a few members of the public commented on the inquest, asking questions,行长 question the witnesses and become involved in the proceedings. Flynn prohibited such action and at one point called SIU Security Police.

There was some local disagreement from a few members of the audience when the verdict was given.

Reservoir creates relocation question

By Dale McConnaughay
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Relocations of residents living in the Cedar Lake area and plans for land usage were the major concerns of many of the approximately 40 persons at a Carbondale public meeting Thursday night.

City Manager William Schmidt reassured many of those present at the meeting that the city was "not buying land simply for the sake of buying land."

"We are trying to be as fair and as willing to effect compromises as we can," Schmidt said in response to charges by Cedar Lake area residents that they had been offered only a single purchase rate on acquisition of their property.

The public meeting of city officials and area residents was a following property owner mentioning another figure. Schmidt said. "Our indications are that many property owners would talk at all because they were convinced Cedar Lake (reservoir) would not become a

Wayne R. Nicolls, Lands Staff Officer at Shawnee National Forest said residents were being offered an appraisal evaluation of their property and that there was "no authorization to pay above the appraised price."

"If we cannot decide the price, it must be decided by litigation," Nicolls said.

Gus Bode

Gus says Nixon announced he was going to China but he didn't mention anything about coming back.

Nixon to visit Red China before May

LOS ANGELES (AP) - President Nixon announced Thursday night he will visit Communist China before next May at the invitation of Premier Chou En Lai.

"Meanwhile, speaking from Burbank Calif. . . . said the visit was arranged during conferences between Chou and Dr. Kissinger, White House adviser on national security affairs, from April 1971.

Nixon said he will undertake the trip "as a journey for peace, peace not for this generation, but for future generations on this earth."

Kissinger, the President said, went to Peking last month on his recent mission abroad. "No word of that secret mission had leaked out."

The President termed the planned trip a "major development in our efforts to build a lasting peace in the world."

(Continued on Page 2)
Nixon says world peace goal of tour

(Continued from Page 1)

The announcement, issued simultaneously in Washington and Beijing, marked the first time since 1972 that the two leaders had met face-to-face. The meeting was described as a historic breakthrough in relations between the two countries and also

Northern area hit
Earthquake strikes Italy

PARMA, Italy (AP) - A sharp earthquake swept across northern Italy Thursday, causing death, injury and damage from Florence to Padua and the bustling port of Genoa.

Two persons were reported dead, both from heart attacks. Nearby Bologna were reported injured in a triangle-shaped region hit by the quake, the strongest to hit northern Italy in 20 years.

Experts began immediately to assess possible damage to art treasures and ancient churches in

Public education hearings Monday

A public hearing on the goals and priorities of public education in Illinois for the next decade will be held from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday at Schiller School, Brookside and Fourth Street in Central Chicago, according to Michael Bakala, Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Persons are asked to give their views in a five-minute oral presentation.

...
Ellsberg attorneys bring up illegal wiretapping issue

BOURNE (AP) — Attorneys for Daniel Ellsberg for the first time are trying to halt a pending trial in California to determine whether wiretap evidence was used before the trial. There is no evidence that the wiretap was based on evidence gained by illegal wiretapping.

In a pretrial hearing the attorneys asked the judge to order the defense to use wiretap evidence in the case. Magistrate Peter P. Principe, who has been appointed to rule on the case, will hear arguments in Los Angeles today.

Principe took the motion under advisement and ruled the evidence admissible for both sides until July 23 to file memoranda on the issue. A federal grand jury in Los Angeles indicted Ellsberg last month on charges he had unauthorized possession of and failed to return secret documents he knew to be possibly harmful to the security of the United States.

Ellsberg, 40, a senior research associate at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has been indicted on charges of possessing and delivering classified information to the New York Times and other newspapers.

Leonard B. Dozor, an attorney for Ellsberg, said the government has refused to disclose whether it had the authority to use the wiretap evidence when the indictment was returned.

The government has made a determination of the wiretap evidence.

As he arrived at his home the judge, Ellsberg was momentarily caught in a traffic jam on the way to the courthouse. Ellsberg was not available for comment at the time.

The demonstration self-styled "Peace Freedom Fighter" Jose Miel-Mor of Saigon, who has been a frequent demonstrator in the Roman area, was carrying a sign and a cross with the slogans "Communism Is Jewish" and "Jews Against Communism." Ellsberg and his attorneys stepped between the demonstrator and Mrs. Ellsberg to protect her during the first confrontation. No one was hurt, police said later.

"The main goal of MOVE is to involve the University staff and students in voluntary efforts on campus and in the community," Patrick said.

In light, under the leadership of David Rafter and Pat Jackson, MOVE placed 30 volunteers in various roles. Some of the volunteer work was done in nursing homes, the local VETERANS hospital, child care, recreation, helping the handicapped, institutions and day camps.

**Woman reports campus attack**

A 40-year-old woman reported she was attacked on campus by a man about 3:45 a.m. Wednesday, according to the Security Police.

The woman said the attack occurred around 3 a.m. in the area of Wiami

Education Building. She said someone grabbed her from behind and pushed her to the ground. When she screamed her attacker fled toward the Pellam Hall playground, 25 meters, she said.

The woman described the attacker as a white male, about 6 feet tall and weighing about 170-180 pounds.

The police searched the area but found no traces of the attacker. The police said the woman was not injured.

**'Fiddler' tops weekend events**

**LL LE SHOW**

**LA TE SHOW**

FRIDAY 6:00 & 9:00
SATURDAY 2:00, 5:00 & 10:00

**HOLD OVER!**

***THE ULTIMATE***

2001 SPACED ODYSSEY

STARTS SUNDAY

Cleopatra

**MERLINS**

Fri. Sat. & Sunday

**Fabulous head east**

**Spudnuts**

Open 24 hours a Day 7 days a week

Campus Shopping Center

549-2835

**NO FOX**

**National General's**

The relationship between annual people is limited. They must find a new way.

**All Seats $1.25**

**BEST ACTRESS**

GLENDA JACKSON

D. H. LAWRENCE'S
"WOMEN IN LOVE"

ALAN BATES OLMER REED

GLENDA JACKSON JENNIE LINDEN

COLOR by DiUS

as sensuous as anything over seen
Let the matter drop

Although charges of misconduct have been dropped by a chancellor-appointed committee, the furious over Douglas Allen's alleged disruption of a March 2 election.

Leland Stanford, assistant professor of government when the charges were first filed in 1955, said that the charges were never handled properly because the chancellor was not informed of the investigation. Stanford said that the evidence was insufficient to support the charges.

Yet, that is precisely where they are.

Stanford based his charge on the alleged excusability of Allen's difficulties as a visiting professor of government. Yet, in a letter apparently dated in May, 1956, Stuart said that the evidence was not sufficient to support the charges.

Allen has been cleared. The matter should be allowed to drop.

Fred Brown
Staff Writer

The innocent bystander

There is no longer any reason to believe that the first symptoms of Miss Melrose are serious.

"What are the first symptoms of Miss Melrose?"

"I don't know what they are."

"Well, Miss Melrose, I will. What precautions?"

"The precautions one should take, of course, before one does what one shouldn't do. For you don't, the first symptoms will appear. Now it's absolutely essential that you recognize the first symptoms and contact a doctor right away."

"What are the first symptoms?"

"It's your blood pressure that's rising."

"Oh, I promise I won't! Do what?"

"What you shouldn't. But if you do, be sure to take every precaution. That's extremely important."

"I'll do my best, Miss Melrose."

"Good."

The grass is greener

The one drawback to organic gardening is that you're likely to have trouble with weeds.

Sue Roll
Staff Writer

Opinion

Seul who University?

When Paul Lambert took over the coaching chores at SIU in July of 1973, he had but two opponents scheduled for the 1973-74 season. After subtracting dates with Midwestern Conference opponents and Texas Tech, Lambert realized that he already slated, he began to fill in the holes. Time was a rare commodity, as Lambert and his staff were only two or three years in advance, and so, as Lambert said, "You have to do the very best you can and that's what I did." What Lambert did, in fact, was set up deals with some of the most unheard-of teams this side of the University of Madagascar. Such Southern California, Brown, the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, California-Pulliam, South Florida and worst of all, the Arizona this win-

Letters
to the editor

'Crisis of confidence' in government dept.

To the Daily Egyptian

A growing crisis of confidence attends the government in Washington and a growing crisis of confidence attends the Department of Government at SIU.

At SIU, where it is traditional and standard practice for the chairman of a department or director of an institute or center to demonstrate his professional competence in the specifics concerned before any such administrative appointment is made, the Department of Government lends itself to violation of practice and defiance of the norms of academic competence by Prof. Jacobson's presence as Director of Vietnamese Studies, an area in which he is a self-styled nobody.

At SIU where a "Fact finding Panel" concerning the Center for Vietnamese Studies produced a report that ignores numerous fundamental facts, the Department of Government lent itself, in the person of Prof. Randall Helx, to a superficial demonstration of "fact-finding" scholarship.

We are all cherishing, we are to be praised by yet another set of Stabauer-inspired charges.

Prof. Morton, the Vietnam War, aided and abetted by your Department of Government, continues to rain passioned fallout on SIU. And the academic peace we all cherish will not be until Government does its part in reversing this academic incompetence and administrative integrity as faddish studies of this institution.

C Harvey Gardner
Rehersal Prof of History

To cure what ails you

By Arthur Hope
Chronicle Features

Venerable disease has reached epidemic proportions among the Nation's youth in many areas. Teachers are doing their best to combat it. Their best isn't good enough.

One reason, as you have read in the anti-sex education laws in many states. While teachers can mention the dangers of these diseases, they undoubtedly can't mention the parts involved. This has somewhat handicapped their efforts.

Take the case of Miss Marion May, a 11th grade physiology class at the Thomas Bowdler High School. "Today offered Miss Melrose began nervously, "we will discuss the grave consequences of contracting a ven. Excuse me, a disease"

Miss Melrose, a manner later found not to be in accordance with the guidelines set forth in the Chancellor's Interim Policy on Demonstration.
The Holiday Camp

"Holiday camp" is how the post has been described, however, by some who look askance at the idea that a boy can run here.

Fort Carson is where the Army is trying out its "new look" hoping to make the service more attractive to the young men. But the innovations have stirred controversy.

The dropping of several time-honored practices alarms many oldtimers. Revolting--routine inspections, furlough, bed checks, sign-in and sign-out procedures--end the need for any liberty passes which have been eliminated, along with many other discipline and task laws that have long been among the favorites of old campers, but which were considered essential to good discipline, were dropped by the Army.

There is more to raise the traditionalists' eyebrows--like beer in the barracks, and cubicles festooned with flags, flowered drapes, colored bedspreads and fancy lamp shades, each cubicle painted a different pastel shade to suit the occupant's individual taste.

Uniformity is out--and Sgt. 1st. Gr. of Alpha Company, 2nd Bn. 34th Armored Regiment, the first Fort Carson unit to have the new barracks decor, the idea was to try to give the men some individual comfort and privacy in their off-duty time.

It has spread to the other units, and more draft old barracks are being enthusiastically converted to the new style--"I go along with it, admitted Sgt. Ojak 19 years in the Army. I can go home at the end of the day and sit in an easy chair, so why can't the men?"

He admitted that many noncommissioned officers were charmed at first, some seeing a threat to their own authority. But the new system is working well, and most of them had come around--either that, or they had been unable to adjust and had left the service.

The men, he said, were still expected to behave like soldiers, to look smart and keep their quarters tidy.

No more GI parties

There were no more Friday night "GI parties" to scrub the barracks for Saturday inspection. The inspection had been eliminated. But there are still spot inspections.

"So long as the men don't start asking for women in the barracks, that'll be the next thing," the sergeant grinned, talking more like an old soldier.

Youthful young soldiers haven't a thing to say about love, only it's more the brotherly kind. The word is spilled out in fancy lettering against a poetic background, pasted over the beds. Peace posters seem more popular than posters as barracks wall decoration.

The tone is slightly more voluptuous in a Company's newly converted men's day room, with its naughty nudes, de luxe prints, corner bar and poker table.

"Gambling, too? The sergeant shook his head. That's still taboo," he said.

Beer and soft drinks also are available in the recreation hall tonight, with a few short order grill for men who don't feel like joining the chow line.

They may select a hamburger, hot dog or sandwich of the day as an alternative to the regular mess meal.

One old mess hall was converted to the Good Grief Drive-In, serving milk shakes and other fare associated with commercial drive-ins.

Five new-enslaved men's clubs feature beer, pizza, music and nightly shows, sometimes featuring go-go girls. In one supper club recently opened, junior enlisted men may entertain their families and girl friends with dinner and drinks in a plush atmosphere.

Then there are the Impac and Kit Karma Colt freehouses, described by Lt. Col George Barrantine post information officer, as "probably matching anything seen in Greenwich Village or other so-called hippy haunts of the East and West Coast."

Peace period

Still no long hair

Well, maybe not quite. There are no long-hairs at least longer than the regulation three-steps, no beards, no pot parties. But there's psychedelia, black light, rock music and free coffee.

Performers play guitar, sitar, electric organ, read poets and demonstrate interpretive dancing. There are keynote art shows, discussions about drugs, sex, planned parenthood, ecology, politics and rap sessions with high-ranking officers. The officers' field sessions are about Army life and modern society, generally about the Vietnam war and who we're fighting there.

Develop moral character

Impac--as opposed to Escape--was a dream of one of the post chaplains, Maj. Jack Kervin, who wanted to give the soldiers with opportunities to develop stronger moral character convictions and philosophies, to offer a man opportunities to do his thing.

"Every man does something well," he said. "It is our task to seek out this thing, to provide the opportunity for him to do it, improve it and involve others in it. Thus we involve anything from chess, dayglow painting, mopping floors to folk singing, dramatic readings or poetry, any communication to enhance constructive thinking and understanding."

Pastel on the window of the chaplain's Impace is the advertisement. "Before you go AWOL, you have to see your chaplain." Lt. Craig R. Madson, who heads the Kit Karma staff, said: "Actually, we provide an effective counterforce for the many civilian coffeehouses which have different or subversive motives for their existence."

As a result of the post's increased entertainment and recreational facilities, the gals are said to be seeking relaxation in nearby Colorado Sprongs, and local businessmen apparently are feeling the draft.

At the Playgirl Club, a few miles from the post, tipplers gals grooved late one night before a handful of customers, manager Frank M. Fazio confirmed: "Business has dropped off 40 per cent since they started their programs up there at the post."

More money needed

Sgt. John Jarvis, who makes a few extra dollars helping out there on his off-duty evenings, said: "I've got nothing against what the Army is trying to do to make life better for soldiers. A lot of it is good. But there's really only one way they're going to attract more men--give them more money."

Next year there is a means of airing complaints.

New Medal of Honor?
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Australian comes long way to star

By Robert Mcraesh

Robert Kimber has come a long way to star in the SEIU Summer Theater production of "The Crucible" which opened on July 21 in the University Theater.

Kimber currently is taking a 14-month leave of absence from his post as a lecturer in drama at West Park Teachers College in Adelaide, Australia. He hopes to receive his master's degree in theater at SIU, where he will be acting and directing in addition to his coursework.

Kimber will play John Proctor in the SIU production of a man who "believes in the power of truth," the actor says. The plot is based on the Salem witch trials.

He is one of the best roles I've played," Kimber said.

He said he had been interested in acting since seeing "The Crucible" in London 11 years ago.

Kimber gained interest in the theater began when he was eight or nine years old. He went a Dutch boy a school pigment in his home town of Amsterdam. His father, he said, made sure he was in all the school plays he saw.

He directed his first play, George Bernard Shaw's "Man and Superman," at age 16 at Adelaide University in 1962.

Preliminary training from the university taught history and math at a technical secondary school in Adelaide.

Instead, he decided to pursue his interest in the theater and went to London to study at the Rose Bruford Training College of Speech and Drama.

Kimber has been studying for three years and took a one-year graduate course in movement, speech and directing.

"The stress is on acting in England," he said. "My real concern in going to London was to get some experience—and to make some money.

He made ends meet in London by teaching drama to boys of high school age. He taught about 12 two-week courses in which he taught dance and improvisation as well as "straight theatrical work." He said.

Many struggling actors in London teach drama to earn money. Kimber said.

He began a radio program for 10- to 13-year-olds in 1968 in Adelaide. The program is designed for school consumption and provides ideas for making up plays and music to accompany young actors, according to Kimber.

Kimber came to SIU because he was "looking for a department that had something good going for it," and he felt he could gain practical experience in acting and directing here.

He said he does not prefer acting or directing, because each have their advantages.

"There is a great satisfaction in building a role," he said. "It's a different thing in directing. You get an insight into all the roles, as well as the problems of lighting and costuming."

I like them both," he said. "I just love working in the theater."

In addition to his work in "The Crucible," Kimber will direct "Moon Magic," a children's play in the Summer Theater. The idea of the play is to introduce children to the discipline of the role, according to Kimber.

"Moon Magic" will open at 10 a.m. Wednesday in the Laboratory Theater of the Communications Building, and will be performed several times.

2 SIU policemen promoted

By University News Service

SIU Security Officer Thomas L. Leffler has been promoted to the rank of sergeant Promoted were Jerry E. Brown of Carbondale and the 20-year-old nephew of a Seville police officer, Route 1 both have been detectives in the investigation division and have been transferred to the uniform patrol division, where they will be shift supervisors. Leffler said.

Brown, a native of Carbondale, is a graduate of Carbondale High School. He served as a police officer for four and a half years before joining the SIU force in October 1962.

Leffler is a native of Metropolis, where he served on the Metropolis police force before. A graduate of Metropolis High School. It has been at SIU since September 1964.

New York City cabbies using

'little kindness

NEW YORK (AP) — While it's easy to get a cab in New York City, cabbies here are expressing a phrase like "Try a little kindness."

But, despite the city cab drivers' reputation for hardball disdain for their "human cargo," that's among the many other things like "Let's become friends" and "If you want me, just whistle" increasingly are showing up on the battered bumpers and dented yellow fenders of New York's taxis.

The reason for this self-advertising campaign isn't hard to figure out.

"They're trying to do something to keep the customers back. Trying to sell to us," said veteran cabbie Louis Lefskas.

The dropoff in riders can be attributed largely to two events: a 1971 taxi strike that forced many cabbies to seek other work, and an increase in gas prices.

The dropoff in riders can be attributed largely to two events: a 1971 taxi strike that forced many cabbies to seek other work, and an increase in gas prices. A new wave of cabbies, which Lefskas called "the old-timers," is working around town, and a nearly 50 percent fare increase in March to pay for the cost of living.

Scene from 'The Crucible'

In a scene from "The Crucible," which is scheduled for July 23, 24 and 25 at the University Theater, (left to right) Robert Kimber, Gena Swoon, Dennis Smith and Chris McGlothlin were directed by Eric H. Thomas. Kimber is a college drama lecturer in Adelaide, Australia and has appeared in and directed plays for many years, has been a speech and drama student in England before his master's degree work in theater at SIU (Photo by Mike Klein)

Summer Cinema time earlier

By University News Service

The SIU Broadcasting Service has moved the starting time of its Summer Cinema movie series ahead one hour to give viewers a change of pace from network reruns in prime evening viewing hours.

The series now is seen five nights a week, beginning at 9 p.m. on WSIU TV, Channel 6, and WSIU TV, Channel 14 (Olde). Some of the movie classics which will be seen during the remainder of the summer are "All the King's Men," with Charles Laughton and Linda Christian; The Brave Bulls, with Anthony Quinn; Walk East on Beacon, with George Murphy; and Blue Skies, starring David Niven, with George Murphy.
Conception, contraception probed by ZPG panelists

"What You Should Know About Contraception," a panel discussion sponsored by the SIU chapter of Zero Population Growth (ZPG) at its first meeting of the summer quarter, took place almost as planned.

Parts of the discussion were to have been filmed by a CBS Television camera crew as part of a documentary on population problems to be aired nationally, but the crew didn't appear.

Nevertheless, the program continued as planned Tuesday, with three featured guest panelists commenting on the stage: John Hector, physician at the SIU Health Service; Mary Hicks, associate professor of the Department of Child and Family; and John Glass, field representative for Ortho Pharmaceutical Co.

The panelists discussed the physiology of conception and contraception, various methods of contraception available and reasons why some contraceptives are ineffective. Miss Hicks emphasized that nearly all contraceptives are at least 80 percent effective "if they are used as directed."

Commenting on research being done in contraception, Glass, whose company is a major manufacturer of contraceptive devices said, "We don't feel the oral contraceptive is the ideal drug," he said. "But it is ideal until we find something better Our research department tells us not to expect anything dramatic or new for the next four to five years."

Glass proceeded to show examples of his company's contraceptive devices to the audience.

Dr. Hector explained that a preliminary examination, which includes a PAP smear, breast examination, a check for blood clot history and a vaginal examination, is given to every woman desiring a prescription for the pill. After these tests are passed and the pill is prescribed, side effects may still occur, but are generally more of a discomfort than health hazard. Dr. Hector concluded that in many cases all side effects disappear after the first three months use.

Glass added that most of the public's fears of the pill are unwarranted and could be eliminated with better educational programs on the subject.

Bruce Peterson, ZPG faculty advisor and assistant professor of zoology, was asked earlier to comment on charges from spokesmen for minority groups that efforts for population control were a genocidal conspiracy.

Peterson discounted the charges, saying that if it exists, it must be "the most unsuccessful plot ever." He noted that the black and poor birthrates are substantially higher than for other segments of the population.

"We are pointing out to poor people what the rich have known all along—that fewer kids means more money to spend."

ZPG is a national organization with over 30,000 members. The SIU chapter maintains a membership of about sixty, which includes both students and faculty. The purpose of the group is to educate the public on the different types of birth control methods in an effort to reduce world population growth to zero.

Lack of funds for ZPG activities has been a great problem, Peterson acknowledged, but University funds will be available for the first time this fall, with $8,000 appropriated by the University Senate.

Rainy day reflection

Everyone knows that a wet, cool day can cause a pretty girl with bare feet to smile. Everyone also knows that leaving Pullman Hall at the end of a hard day can cause an even greater smile—like the one displayed here by Claudia Rose, sophomore in Art Education from Louisville, Ky. (Photo by John S. Burningham)

$1,200 damage to U-Bookstore

Saturday's rain storm did an estimated $1,200 damage to supplies for the Book Store in the University Center according to James Sheppard, assistant director of the Center.

The damage occurred in a basement storage area in the north end of the building. According to Sheppard, the construction site north of the Center caused the flooding. The drains in the area are not large enough to carry off large volumes of water, he said. "This is not the fault of the construction company Sheppard said. "It is just one of those things. Until the construction of the Humanities Building is finished, we will have this type of problem.

Kays

Clearance

1/2 Price

- Mid-riff tops
- Swimwear
- Hot pants
- Jeans
- Knit tops
- Coordinated sportswear
- Straw purses
- Dresses
- Culottes
- Sissy
- Blouses

Special Early Bird Sale

$10 off any winter coat put in our lay away

Sale

Better than a three-course meal

Super Shef

Regularly 59c Each

2 for 99c

Super Shef, made of 1/2 pound pure ground beef with special burger, cheese, onions and creamy dressing on a giant toasted bun. Buy two and SAVE!

Fri., Sat., Sun.

Burger Chef

Family Restaurants

312 East Main Street
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Fiddler’s serious aspects

hidden in overriding hilarity

By Cathy Spiegel
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

“Fiddler on the Roof,” deals with the diurnary Teyve’s struggle with tradition and how strongly it affects him. Despite Joseph Robinette seems to have chosen to play the man completely realistic, though, fail the development of Teyve’s conflicts is more than more prominent.

Not that Robinette hasn’t done an excellent job, but his interpretation might not agree with the rabbi’s. Teyve has a weakness for a Germany which he can think of as a real man, understanding, and struggling with his problems, and Robinette has succeeded with a snappy pacing of Teyve’s attitude. The scenes of Teyve and his wife Godel are a major point of the play and a major point of the production.

Still, when Teyve has to wrestle with his conscience when his three daughters refuse his chances for marriage, his character is not believable. Teytehitcher just does not establish that part of the present that has to be broken with tradition, even though he represents how the Jewish villagers use a tradition is created.

Moss Lewin is especially good in his rapport with Teyve and the matriarch figure. "Do You Love Me?"—sings, the long-suffering wife of 23 years.

The girls who play Goldie’s daughters are pleasant and attractive to look at, but their characters offer little room for any major developments. The most complex daughter, Hodel, is played by Jeanne Matthes, who is convincingly a witty and intelligent girl who follows her husband-to-be to a prison settlement on Sibera. Judif, as Tzeitel and Sara Ivy as Chava are both appealing as girls who must fight for and achieve their father’s marriage.

The men who play the moon leads, the husbands of the three daughters are acceptable Gary Carlson. Tzeitel’s husband, a bit too stuff as a timid, little tailor, Ray South. But Hodel, who loves Hodel, is not intense enough in his portrayal of an angry student eager to change the world. And John D. Fletcher who plays Frodik, the non-Jew who marries Chava against her father’s will, is just inane.

"Fiddler on the Roof" is mainly Teyve’s show, but there are several other characters of interest. Detka Altschuler is amusing as Yenta, the village matchmaker and pious tailor. "You want to know what I think? You don’t? Good, I’ll tell you.”

Robert Kant at the wicked rabbi, John Pierce as the jealous butcher, Richard O’Connell, the tailor, and Eisen Springer as the larger-than-life Fruma Sarah are all good in their own small way.

Despite the generally lovely air of the cast, and the stories provided by all of its members, the production still is lackluster. The more high-spirited scenes are great fun to watch, but the action is not spontaneous enough. It seems as if the cast is too tired, exhausted, when it lets the scene down, when it builds it up, when it laughs.

There are many scenes in the musical which are beautifully executed. The candelight "Sabbath Prayer" is impressive at its simplicity in its beauty. "Keep on Sensing," the shaporan is a well-done number which introduces the villagers and their ways of life.

Wonderer

What would it be like to be a rich man? Teyve, a poor dairyman in “Fiddler on the Roof” pondered the idea that could be his. Teyve is played by Dean Tchetter. (Photo by Mike Klein.)
If you are engaged or have a special guy, you should take advantage of this free gift offer from Vita Craft Midwestern.

This is our invitation for you to look at the exciting hope chest ideas from Vita Craft and consider the merits of our new plan for college CO-EDS.

You may be thinking about marriage or simply planning your own apartment after graduation. Either way, Vita Craft is the perfect solution.

It's fun to look and plan. Just take a moment to complete your Gift Coupon and drop it in the mail.

The free cookbook is our way of saying "Thank you" for looking.

MAIL TO:
VITA CRAFT MIDWESTERN
P.O. BOX 176
ZIONSVILLE, INDIANA 46077

Free Gift Coupon

I would like to take advantage of your FREE COOKBOOK OFFER.

MRS., MISS

ADDRESS
CITY & STATE

SCHOOL

PHONE

GRADE

NOTE: Offer limited to one coupon per household and must be redeemed within one year.
Cancer research chemicals bring 'encouraging results'

Editor's Note: This is the fourth in a series of articles on cancer research at Stanford University.

By University News Services

Professor Herbert L. Hodgson has a substantial U.S. patent on a new cancer research chemical used in the treatment of cancer. The compound, known as the 'Hodgson Compound', is believed to play a crucial role in the destruction of tumors by a certain polyphenolic polymeric hydrocarbon.

More immediately significant, however, is a biochemical test that Hodgson has discovered to select easily and promptly various combinations of such compounds which act against a single target within the tissue cell. This assay technique, he said, points the way for synthesis of a new anti-tumor agent. His technique involves analyzing the effect of a given compound on the mitochondrial DNA—the tiny organelles within a cell which control the cell's enzyme systems in a useful form of biological energy called ATP (adenosine-5'-triphosphate).

"There is a rule of thumb in cancer research," Hodgson explained, "that there is a relationship between the mechanism whereby cancer is treated and the mechanisms which cause cancer." Hence he has extended his rapid biochemical test to select chemicals or their metabolites which may be involved in the cause of cancer as well as those which are antagonists.

"This is of both theoretical and practical importance," he pointed out. "With the large number of new chemicals being introduced into our technological environment, guidelines and generalizations are needed to identify those which should be limited as cancer producers. There are just too many new chemicals in our environment to await their testing in animals. Thus biochemical test can be very useful."

Southwest drought causes crisis

More federal aid sought

EDITOR'S NOTE: The thing to remember about farming is that in the best of times, some one of our crop is in drought. Like the one now gripping the Great Plains, which is on the verge of bankruptcy. AP Farm Writer Dan Kendall reports from the drought area, reports on the economic pressure of farming in the Southwest, along with ways to ease the problem as it is now to survive.

By Dan Kendall

AP Farm Writer

DALHART, Tex. (AP) — One of the nightmares for government officials is drought. It burns right through the water. Even the water stored in the region's massive reservoirs

It is happening, in Texas and Oklahoma and Arkansas where the worst drought in 15 years has held the farm and ranch industry in its grip for almost 16 months.

There is no massive breakdown yet, in the third year of drought federal aid programs that set the tone for production. But it is the farmers who are the first to show the strain that persists to this day.

Nothing of that magnitude exists now, but many of the drought aid credits and spiraling costs is forcing Southwest agriculture to the wall.

John C. White, Texas commissioner of agriculture, calls the drought in the Southwest one of the worst in recent memory. It is cost the state's farmers and ranchers $250 million a year.

While conceding that President Nixon has not responded with immediate aid, White does have to be in bankruptcy, before you can get

Nixon ordered drought relief in April in the form of U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) loans and sale of government-owned feed grain to farmers and ranchers in designated counties of Texas and Oklahoma. The

Except for the loans, made by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB), the total federal expenditure in the area is difficult to pinpoint.

A USDA official pegs the value of the FHLBB assistance to the area, as of July 1, probably at $2 million. That is estimated $1 million.

Even with the much-publicized federal payments, croping is expected to yield $3 billion in grain, cotton and feed grains. The income to farmers has been low, however, because the prices are low.

As drought strikes, as it has, wheat land that made 25 or 30 bushels in a good year drops to 10 bushels or less. The farmer's income has dropped by three-fourths.

"It's just terrible," said a farmer in Oklahoma. "I haven't seen this kind of business since the 1930's."
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Speakers

**Reg. List** | **Sale** | **Save**
--- | --- | ---
ALTEC 1764 | $329.95 | $299.95 | $30.00
THX 1200 | 329.95 | 299.95 | 30.00

**Acoustic Research**

AR-4X | 63.00 | 52.50 | 10.50
AR-5X | 125.00 | 105.00 | 20.00

**Dynaco**

S-25 | 175.00 | 145.00 | 30.00
S-30 | 150.00 | 120.00 | 30.00
S-120 | 250.00 | 200.00 | 50.00

**KLH**

K-25 | 120.00 | 90.00 | 30.00
KLH 25 | 90.00 | 60.00 | 30.00

**JBL Aquarius**

JBL 6600 | 75.00 | 60.00 | 15.00
JBL 6100 | 60.00 | 45.00 | 15.00

**Hi-Fi Scott 61B**

HFS 61B | 100.00 | 75.00 | 25.00

**Receivers and Amplifiers**

**Sanyo 200 W/val Case**

$169.95 | $127.95
**Sanyo 700 W/val Case**

329.95 | 279.95
**Harman Harman 100 W/val Case**

150.00 | 100.00
**Dynaco **

**Pat 4 A**

100.00 | 75.00
**Dynaco **

**Stereo 1250**

150.00 | 120.00
**Dynaco **

**Stereo 880**

150.00 | 120.00
**Dynaco **

**Stereo SC/ABO**

100.00 | 90.00

**KLH**

**Reg. List** | **Sale** | **Save**
--- | --- | ---
12W | $299.95 | $275.00 | 24.95
20W | 299.95 | 275.00 | 24.95
20W | 279.95 | 250.00 | 29.95

**Sony Blank Cassette Tapes**

**List** | **Price** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
CD | $1.99 | $1.19 | 0.80
CDX | 2.79 | 2.19 | 0.60
CMS | 2.79 | 2.39 | 0.40
CUM | 2.79 | 2.39 | 0.40
C120 | 3.99 | 3.49 | 0.50
P150 | 3.99 | 3.49 | 0.50
SLH 150 | 3.99 | 3.49 | 0.50

**Advocate Crolyn Tapes**

**List** | **Price** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
CD | 2.99 | 1.99 | 1.00
CDX | 0.99 | 0.74 | 0.25

**Changers and Turntables**

**Reg. List** | **Sale** | **Save**
--- | --- | ---
**United Audio Dual 1275** | **Turntable**

$199.95 | $99.95
**Base**

10.95 | 10.95
**Dust Cov**

10.95 | 10.95
**Cart**

39.95 | 39.95
**United Audio Dual 1290**

$129.95 | $65.00
**Turntable**

15.00 | 15.00
**Base**

10.95 | 10.95
**Dust Cov**

10.95 | 10.95
**Cart**

50.00 | 50.00
**Miracord 800 W/ base cover Cart**

$169.50 | $169.50
**Empire 800 Mbase cover cart**

265.95 | 209.95
**Garrett SL-950 W/ Base Cover Cart**

129.95 | 129.95
**Base**

6.00 | 5.00
**Cover**

50.00 | 50.00
**Magnetic Phone Cartridges**

**List** | **Sale** | **Sale**
--- | --- | ---
**ADC 20**

100.00 | 60.00
**ADC 25**

75.00 | 45.00
**ADC 27**

65.00 | 30.00
**Empire 990 E-X**

10.00 | 4.00
**Empire 990 EX**

60.00 | 24.00
**Empire 990 RE**

40.00 | 24.00
**Empire 990 RE**

50.00 | 30.00

**Headphones**

**List** | **Sale** | **Sale**
--- | --- | ---
**Vanco DR-66c**

$18.95 | $12.95
**Vanoc DR-116c**

29.95 | 22.95
**Vanoc DR-176**

39.95 | 27.95
**Sonic 57**

19.95 | 15.95
**Koss 44**

26.50 | 21.25
**Heathkit KLA-100**

60.00 | 48.00
**Remco 460**

29.95 | 12.95
**Remco 460**

6.95 | 3.95

**Record Care**

**List** | **Sale** | **Sale**
--- | --- | ---
**Prep-It**

4.00 | 2.00
**Parastat**

15.00 | 10.00
**Dust Bug**

6.50 | 5.00
**MicroPrep Dust Bug Style Plus**

9.95 | 9.95

**Tape Recorders & Decks**

**List** | **Sale** | **Sale**
--- | --- | ---
**SONY TCD-10**

$279.95 | $150.00
**Sonic 1490**

129.95 | 89.95
**Amplus 44**

219.95 | 159.95
**Amplus 44 Cassette Recorder Player**

199.95 | 139.95
**SONY 100 Cassette Deck**

159.95 | 99.95
**SONY 100 Cassette Deck**

159.95 | 99.95
**SONY 100 Cassette Deck**

279.95 | 149.95
**Amplus 44 Micro Cassette Recorder**

79.95 | 59.95
**Amplus 44 Micro Cassette Recorder**

149.95 | 99.95
**Amplus 44 Micro Cassette Recorder**

209.95 | 114.00
**SONY TCD-10**

119.95 | 99.95
**SONY TCD-10**

79.95 | 59.95
**SONY TCD-10**

99.95 | 79.95
**SONY TCD-10**

159.95 | 139.95

**Call Collect**

515 S. Illinois

Carbondale
Radiation safety officer post vacant

SIU is looking for a new radiation safety officer. The job was opened July 10 as a CTS (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Security) position from 8:00 to 11:30 a.m.

The job is new, according to James A. Tweedy, present radiation safety officer. He is the first radiation safety officer at SIU, and had previously a Civil Service position.

Tweedy, assistant professor of plant industries, became SIU radiation safety officer on July 1. Tweedy said his teaching and research duties do not allow him enough time to take care of the day-to-day control of radioactive materials at SIU.

SIU was granted a license to buy and use radioactive isotopes in 1969, according to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). The isotope license is for the types and amounts of radioactive materials which SIU may purchase. SIU's license limits them to use amounts of low activity materials.

Task force drive fruitless

S. Viet leave Cambodia

SAIGON (AP) — The bulk of a 1,500-man South Vietnamese army force pulled back to South Vietnam Thursday, with the shift of the drive into eastern Cambodia.

They left behind hundreds of troops to man a newly opened artillery and patrol base a few miles inside Cambodia in the Perquin's Brook sector.

The withdrawal came as the 11-day battle across the border to stop the advance of the 1st Field Artillery Division of the United States, turned into an offensive for the North Vietnamese.

The base, both in the Cam Lo area, about 30 miles north of the DMZ, are part of the defensive chain guarding the northern front from Saigon.

They were set up by the South Vietnamese during the past week after U.S. troops were withdrawn from the last two fortresses, Alpha 4 and Charlie 2, and turned over control of the northern defense to Saigon forces.

The U.S. artillery detachments, are from the 4th Corps headquar ters, based in Da Nang.

In the withdrawal from Cambodia, about 1,500 South Vietnamese returned to their positions at or 20 miles west of Saigon.

They left about 350 or 500 South Vietnamese supply battalion stationed in the area as well as a covering arms and supply caches.

The pullback indicated the Saigon government had scrapped a plan to link up with another 1,500-man South Vietnamese force which at one point reports were southward from Swag Rong inside Cambodia.

The operation was launched July 10.

The U.S. Command said B-52 bombers flew two raids in the northeastern part of South Vietnam and other actions.

"It's still Muth supply trail in Laos.

The command also reported in its final report that the government of Americans were killed in action last week.

A command spokesman said the government did not stop the fighting because six men were now killed as special war and seven others died as battles wound up, the spokesman said.

A recent report which ended at midnight last Saturday.
A lesson in welding

Teachers get into welding act

By University News Services

Some 50 technical teachers from high schools and junior colleges throughout the state will participate in four week-long workshops this month at the Vocational-Technical Institute.

The first workshop, offered July 6-18, has an enrolment of 13 studying applied basic oxy-acetylene and arc welding, according to VTI assistant Dean Harry Soderstrom.

Following in successive weeks are workshops in applied advanced metallic and inert gas welding, automotive air conditioning and engine diagnosis and emission control services.

Participants may receive two hours of graduate credit for each workshop through University Extension Services. Soderstrom said the workshops are partially funded through the state Division of Vocational and Technical Education.

Among those participating are technical teachers from Lake Land Junior College, Mattoon; Freeport Community College; Rend Lake Junior College, Mt. Vernon; John A. Logan College, Carterville, Lincoln Land Area Vocational College, Litchfield; and Morton, Danville, E. St. Louis, Salem and Lake Zurich High Schools.

Soderstrom said the workshops are designed to upgrade the general knowledge and manual skills of technical teachers. They are conducted by VTI faculty members at welding and automotive laboratories on the VTI campus near Carterville.

Own clothing desired by inmates

By University News Services

Freedom of choice of clothing for women inmates of correctional institutions is a potential therapeutic tool for rehabilitation, an SIU research study indicates.

Raye Kathleen Ragland, who completed the master's degree in clothing and textiles in June, made an investigation of clothing regulations in the nation's adult female correctional institutions for her graduate thesis.

She obtained data from 36 of the 52 institutions, knowing that 18 of the 36 required a distinctive uniform either all or most of the time, while only 8 permitted civilian attire at all times.

She found that 22 of the institutions had a woman as an administrator and that 14 of these enforced uniform regulations.

That 13 of the administrators were over 50 years of age and that 11 of those required uniforms, that 10 of the administrators had spent more than 10 years in correctional work and that showed a tendency to favor uniforms.

"There are arguments both critical and supportive of the prac-
tice of uniform in prisons," Miss Ragland added in her study.

Minister claims students in despair

MINNESOTA - Rev. Albert E. Snow, minister at the University Christian Church, announced yesterday that he plans to conduct a full-time counseling program for the approximately 1200 students enrolled in the University of Minnesota.

"It has become obvious to me in the last few months that many students at the university are in despair," Dr. Snow said. "Many of them feel that they are unable to cope with the pressures of college life and that they lack the support and guidance they need to achieve their goals.

"As a result, I have decided to devote all my energies to a full-time counseling program at the university, which will provide students with the necessary support and guidance to help them overcome these difficulties.

"I plan to approach the administration of the university to discuss the possibility of providing funding for this program, and I will work with the administration to ensure that the program is implemented effectively.

"I believe that this program will be of great benefit to the students at the university and that it will help them to achieve their goals and fulfill their potential.

"I am confident that with the support of the administration and the students, this program will be a success and will help to create a more supportive and encouraging environment at the university.

Malcolm X College blazing new fields in urban education

CHICAGO (AP) - Malcolm X College, the first four-year college in Chicago to offer a degree in education, is opening next week.

The college, which is located in the Englewood neighborhood of the city, has been established to provide educational opportunities for residents of the area.

"This is a historic moment for our community," said Mayor Richard M. Daley. "Malcolm X College will provide a valuable resource for the people of Englewood and the entire city.

"I am confident that Malcolm X College will be a great success and that it will help to improve the quality of life in our community.

"I urge everyone in Chicago to support this new college and to help to ensure its success.

"I am confident that with the support of the community, Malcolm X College will become a model for other urban colleges around the country."
Unemployment still problem

Connally: economy is improving

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of the Treasury Donald T. Connally said Thursday the nation's economy had hit a "broad in its sweep and deep in its track," but not strong enough as yet to cut unemployment.

Connally, President Nixon's newly designated chief economic advisor, also said he wanted "very, very carefully" the nation should show a "substantial decrease in the unemployment.

At his first general news conference since Nixon named him to the Treasury post, Connally said the unemployment rate would be going down, and that he didn't specify--while the still-rising inflation rate would drop for the year.

He also contradicted Secretary of Labor James D. Hodgson's statement that the June unemployment figures, which showed the jobless rate dropping from 6.2 per cent to 4.6 per cent, represented a "significant improvement."

Connally said the loaf did not and could not be traced to a statistical aberration for the first time in his tenure. The only Democrat in Nixon's Cabinet.

"I think it's done for the first time in the history of the Department of Labor," Connally said at a news conference.

The nation's unemployment rate for the months of March and April was lower than for the month of May. The rate for May was 6.1 per cent.

He said he was not prepared to say when the nation will reach these targets.

But he said the nation could expect some visible returns on the inflation and unemployment fronts by this fall. "We don't have to" any statement of the economy.

"You can't come to any conclusion that we're in a similar situation as in the last three or four years," he said. "We've got a broad sweep and deep track of inflation and unemployment."
Cubs win 7-6; Pepitone hits homer

By HUGH BURGUNDY

CHICAGO (AP) - Joe Pepitone slammed a leadoff homer and Don Kessinger and Glenn Beckert tripled during a six-run fourth inning which enabled the Chicago Cubs to overcome a 6-1 deficit and record a 7-6 victory over Philadelphia Thursday. The season's only two no-hitters.

Senators batter Chisox, 8-3

WASHINGTON (AP) - Dave Nelson greeted Wilbur Wood with a home run on the second pitch of the game and drove in two runs in a six-run sixth inning Thursday night as the Washington Senators handed the Cubs a 7-6 loss.

"Dehumanize" an individual, as claimed by dropout St. Louis Cardinal linebacker Dave Meggyesy,

"In college basketball just the practice court for a few individuals who will be becomen the cause of hundreds of thousands of dollars yearly in the professional game once they have established themselves as athletic stars at institutions traditionally dedicated to man's higher culture." - Just exactly what value is there in fielding varsity teams, as expenses mount annually?

Answer: Future in doubt

Plunkett signs

AMHERST, Mass. (AP) - The New England Patriots announced Thursday night they have signed quarterback Jim Plunkett, who Heisman Trophy winner from Stanford who was the National Football League's No. 1 draft choice this year.

Late scores

St. Louis 7, Montreal 3 (1st game)